


1. CONFORMITY & OSTRACISM 
These two intermingled ideas complement each other very well. Both the fictitious town of 

Dungatar and the American town of Salem demand absolute conformity from their members, 

leaving those who do not conform to be marginalised and ostracised. However, Ham seems to 

adopt a more negative view towards the highly regulated community in Dungatar, rendering it 

almost unrepairable. Despite Tilly’s attempt to blend in and contribute to the community, the 

girls still will not accept her - their opinions about the protagonist are set in stone. In The 

Crucible, it is possible to change things around Salem and overthrow the court (that does not 

involve burning the whole village down) but this is proven to come at a cost.  

 In both texts, outcasts and non-conformists are mistreated and ostracised by their 
respective societies.  
 Ham and Miller both criticise communities that value conformity over morality, 
causing morally upright individuals suffer.   

Mad Molly” – “wouldn’t know 
what I phone was,” “wouldn’t 
know what to do with a letter”  
The unhelpful and abrupt response of the 
woman at the telephone exchange acts as a 
representative of the attitude of the 
townspeople towards Molly. The repetition 
of the phrase “wouldn’t know” herein 
establishes the assumption of people about 
Molly’s state of mind, implying that Molly’s 
madness is inflicted by the ostracization of 
others

Swaying like a dumb beast 
Through the likening of Tituba’s “swaying” 

to that of a “dumb beast,” Miller further 

emphasises the existence of the disparity 

between social classes as the derogatory 

term “dumb” showcases Parris’s superiority 

over Tituba. The audience may also infer 

that this reflects the community’s 

assumption about Tituba – condescendingly 

referring to her inanity.  

 Members of insular and claustrophobic communities often dismiss and make vicious 

assumptions about others. 
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TIP: To enrich your analysis, you could also discuss the tone of the characters. The lady on 

the phone is rather blunt and dismissive, which says a lot about how Molly is treated by 

others.



Molly whose house was “dank 
and smelled like possum piss’  
In employing the simile “dank and smelled 

like possum piss,” Ham portrays the extremely 

poor condition that Molly lives in, establishing 

her distorted state as a direct result of the 

town’s abandonment and ostracization. The 

blunt tone, coupled with the harsh sound “d” 

and alliterative “p” sounds, also help advance 

Ham’s criticism of the harsh judgment and 

mistreatment of the townspeople towards 

Tilly.  

“a skeleton head”  
By referring to Molly’s head as” a skeleton 

head,” Ham associates Molly’s distorted 

appearance with death and hyperbolizes her 

malnourished state. Compounding this with 

Tilly’s accusatory tone “this is what they’ve 

done to you” and the emphasis on the 

exclusive “they,” Ham draws a connection 

between Molly’s distorted state and the 

townspeople’s mistreatment of her, 

establishing her critique of a society that 

ostracizes non-conformists. 

“crowd of invisible people” 
“this is what they’ve done to 
you 
This acts as a literal portrayal of her loneliness/ 

and symbolizes her desperation of a sense of 

belonging and human connection. It may also 

be inferred that her “madness” is a direct 

result of the town’s ostracization and 

mistreatment of her.  

Giles Corry who was pressed to 
death by the authority  
This idea is epitomized through Giles Corey’s 

punishment, which is foreshadowed by Arthur 

Miller’s comment on his fate – one that is “so 

remarkable and so different” from that of 

others. In particular, violence was utilized to 

manipulate Giles Corey into confessing 

something he did not do by laying “great 

stones ... upon his chest until he plead aye or 

nay”, where the weight of the stones represent 

the societal pressures. This establishes Giles 

Corey as the victim of the archaic values that 

pervade Salem. In doing so, this extreme 

brutality further magnifies amount of pain that 

Giles has to endure for being that “comical 

hero… who didn’t give a hoot for public 

opinion”, rendering his punishment as 

disproportionate and absurd. 

Proctor’s death 
The Crucible ends on a quiet note, in contrast 

to its frenzied conflict throughout the play. By 

ending the play with the protagonist’s death, 

Arthur Miller instead presents a victory of 

human spirit, where John Proctor finally “finds 

his goodness”, which comes at a cost of his 

death. His despairing undertones echo Molly's 

position that "sometimes things just don't 

seem fair." This realistically limited victory 

serves as Miller’s warning to the audience of 

the consequences that ramify from the act of 

actively deviating from the accepted norms of 

a society. 
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 In both texts, outcasts and non-conformists are mistreated and ostracised by their 

respective societies.  



2. THE PORTRAYAL OF WOMEN 
Neither Ham nor Miller explore the issue of gender roles in great details. This theme seems 

rather peripheral compared to its counterparts but there are still many things that you can dwell 

into as it also complements other themes such as conformity and ostracism, violence and social 

classes. Both texts are set in rather patriarchal settings where women are subordinate to their 

male counter parts. However, female characters in both texts are empowered to defy the 

expected norms and take matters into their hands, though Miller seems to focus less on this 

than Ham as his characterisation of the empowered Abigail is not exactly positive.  

 The writers’ reproving stance against the ways in which the respective communities 

oppress women is established through the treatment that female characters receive.  

 Female characters in the two texts are both depicted to be powerless and voiceless as 

the power imbalance between them and their male counterparts is highlighted. 

 Both Dungatar and Salem impose restrictions on women, though the manner by which it 

is done differs.

Mr Alamanac refusing 
treatment for his wife 
Mr Almanac is portrayed as a cruel person 

with a twisted personality - one that is 

reflected by his physical appearance which is 

likened to a “mumbling question mark.” This 

is reinforced through his refusal to treat his 

wife’s pain despite that “her face was lined 

from pain” on the ground that “all that’s 

needed is God’s forgiveness.” The description 

of Irma Almanac in which “her breathing 

caused her dry bones to grate and her 

muscles to fill with fire”, coupled with Percivil’s 

past infliction of pain on her, further elicits 

sympathy from the audience as her 

powerlessness and dependence on her 

husband is showcased. 

Sarah Good 
Sarah Good is accused because of her mere 

act of “mumbling”. The fact that the first 

people to be accused are mostly women 

demonstrate that women are subordinate to 

their male counterparts, rendering them more 

vulnerable to baseless accusations. 

Tituba 
Tituba represents women and people of 

traditionally lower status who ultimately 

become victim to Abigail’s false accusations; 

her vulnerability has the effect of magnifying 

the exploitative and malevolent nature of 

Abigail and, to some extent, the broader 

Salem community in this time of crisis 
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Childishness - “Go to bed” 
Coincidentally, both Ham and Miller includes the images of Mona Beaumont and Mary Warren 

announcing that they might “go to bed” to those they are living with, being Elsbeth Beaumont 

and John Proctor. This invokes connotation of childishness, or in Mary Warren’s case, petulance 

Beauty standards 
The locals often discuss the importance of 

beauty, causing Dungatar women to obsess 

over their look. The negative comments such 

as “ugliness is worse” or the references to 

whether or not one is “un-refined” establish 

the restrictions imposed on women. Even 

though these pressures are not 

institutionalised like those present in The 

Crucible, they still place them in perpetual 

fear of being judged and cause women to 

influence women to change the way they look 

to be accepted.  

Mona Beaumont 
When contrasted against Tilly, Mona does not 

have her own voice and seems to lack agency. 

The beret which “sits on her head like a dead 

cat” depicts her discomfort with self-

expression as clothing items in this novel are 

often associated with characters’ personalities 

(e.g. Tilly’s beret reflects her sophistication – a 

“very smart” choice of outfits). Furthermore, 

Molly’s repeated references to what her 

“mother sa-ays”and her attempt to speak “in 

her best Elsbeth Beaumont's voice”, coupled 

with her stammering, establishes her 

dependence on her mother. Similar to Miller 

who uses stage directions to depict Mary’s 

character, Ham also enhances the portrayal of 

Mona as timid through the image of her 

"hunched and trembling” in her brother’s 

wedding. 

Narrow window 
From the outset of his play, the “strict and 

sombre ways of life” that governs Salem is 

exemplified by the symbolic “narrow window”, 

capturing the claustrophobic atmosphere in 

Salem. Through this metaphor, Miller implicitly 

establishes his criticism of the oppression 

imposed on individuals, especially women and 

children, as the ‘narrow window’ aligns with the 

lack of freedom and autonomy that characters 

have. The theocratic values that govern Salem 

also place individuals in perpetual fear of 

being punished for deviating from the 

expected norms. 

Mary Warren  
Similar to Mona, Mary Warren is “uncertain of 

herself” and exhibits no agency. This is 

exemplified by Proctor’s easy threat of 

“whip[ing] Marry if [she] dares to leave [his] 

house”. Here, the contrast between her 

reaction of “not resisting him” and his violent 

“shaking” highlights her helplessness and lack 

of power as her extreme fear of John Proctor 

renders her unable to move or speak up.. 
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Note:  
 (The Crucible) That women are 
referred to as ‘Goody’ establishes the 
societal expectation of women to be 
- “good” and subservient.  
 (The Dressmaker) Marigold is often 
drugged by Evan with tonic. The 
name he gives her “my pet” also 
underlines the power he has over her.  


